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I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1 .  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Operational features:

24 or 36 channel. 2-preset desk wrth  Output Mrmrc LED for each channel.

Up to 288  Scene Masters in 24 banks of 12 with Scene Mimic LED for
each master.

Up to 12 Chasers with a maxtmum  of 24/36  steps In each, fully level conscrous.

Memory may be dynamically allocated by the user to allow for less Scenes
and more Chasers, or vice-versa.

Output Hold facility to hold desk output whilst swapping between Scene
Banks, Hold level fader allows a fade in/out between Scenes on different banks.

Grand Master fader controls level of all except Add/Kill Master.

Flash buttons selectable between Add or Kill function over entire desk. ie
Presets and Scenes.

Separate flash buttons on Preset 1 and Preset 2 Masters allow quick
“scenes” to be set up and “flashed”.

Add/Kill Master sets flash level of all flash buttons regardless  of setting of
the Grand Master fader.

DBO button kills all desk output. This is a latching button: ie. push-on,
push-off. A red LED indicates the DBO function IS active.

A 2-digit, 7 segment LED Display indicates Scene and Chaser status. Up
and Down buttons select Scene Bank/Master or Chaser
Select/Length/Step. By holding down the Up/Down buttons, the Display
will “fast-forward”. LEDs in each button show which function is being displayed.

Comprehensive chaser functions:
- Chaser Select [l to 1 2 ]
- Chaser Length [I to 24/36];
- Chaser Step (for editing and recording) [l to 24/36];
- Foward/Reverse Chase;
- Go/Cue: to set Chaser Rate before running the chase sequence;

Go to start sequence.

Battery-backed memory with life of up to 5 years.

Compatible with most analogue dimmers, and all digital dimmers with
DMX-512 protocol.
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Physical features:

outputs: analogue: 0 to 10 volts DC nominal, internally
positive or negative output.

switch-selectable for

digital: RS-485 standard, USITT  DMX-512 protocol.

Output Connectors: 48-pin  Female Burndy  or 37-pin  Socapex/s for analogue;
5pin Female AXR for digital.

Desk Lamp: 12 volt fused supply.
Littlelite lamp, 3-pin Female AXR socket.
(lamp not supplied with console).

Power Requirements: 240 volts @ 40 Watts AC via 2 metre cord with IEC
connector (supplied).
Mains fuse 2 amp 3AG.

Dimensions: 24: 610mm long x 480mm deep x 90mm high (at rear).
36: 890mm long x 480mm deep x 90mm high (at rear).

Weight: 24: 9.5 Kg.
36: 11.0 Kg.

1.2 PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION

Construction:

One-piece folded chassis in 1.6mm  steel. Removable base is 1 .Omm steel. The
end pieces are constructed from Customwood.

Finish:

The console is finished in semi-gloss Oyster powdercote paint, with silk-screened
front panel sections Switch caps are hot-stamped with either the channel
number or the switch function.

Access:

The base can be removed after releasing the six or eight screws holding it to
the chassis. This allows direct access to the Power Supply, the Scene Master
card, the Master Card and the CPU Card. The CPU Card must be removed to
allow access to the Preset Cards.

As high voltages are present in the Power Supply, and there are no
user-serviceable parts inside the console, the base should not be removed by
the user. Servicing should be strictly left to qualified personnel or service agents.
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2. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

i

This section deals with the basics of a simple lighting console. It is aimed at the
first-time user, and as such, probably will not enlighten anyone who has used
one before.

The purpose of a lighting control console is to allow a Lighting Operator to
control the brightness of the Stage Lights on an individual or group basis. The
simplest means of achieving this is with a console that has a slider for each
output (or CHANNEL), whereby the Operator can fade each stage lamp from off
to full by moving the sliders from 0 to 10.

The outputs from the lighting console are connected via a multicore cable to the
dimmer  racks near the stage. These convert the control voltages from the
console (usually between zero and 10 volts DC) to a controlled mains waveform
that varies the intensity of the lamps.

2.1 .l PRESETS

The PRESETS are the sliders that control individual channel output on the
console. On a two-preset console, there are two rows of presets (usually with a
different colour slider knob for each row). Each row of presets has a PRESENT
MASTER which determines the overall output level for all the sliders of that row.
eg. if slider 12 is at 80% and it’s Master is at 50%,  then the output from Channel
12 will be at 40%.

The advantage of a two-preset console is that while one row of Presets (say
Green Presets) and the Green Preset master is controlling the stage lights, the
Operator can set up the next lighting pattern (or SCENE) on the second row of
Presets (Yellow Presets) while leaving the Yellow Preset Master at zero. At the
appropriate time, the Operator can simultaneously fade out the “old” Scene and
fade in the “new” scene by pulling Green Preset Master to zero and pushing
Yellow Preset Master to full.

For shows that require quick Scene changes, the Operator would be
pressed to keep up by just using the Presets to make Scenes. So:

hard

ENTER THE SCENE MASTERS ! ! !



2.1.2 SCENE MASTERS

The SCENE MASTERS are a bank of sliders separate from the Presets. The
Operator can set up the required Scenes using the Presets before the show,
and record them within the memory of the console. Each Scene is assigned to a
Scene Master slider. By pushing up a Scene Master slider from zero to full, a
Scene may be faded up on stage. By using prerecorded Scenes in this way, it
is then possible to do an entire show using only the Scene Masters. It is
obviously easier than constructing each Scene every time it is needed, and a
particular Scene may be used many times during the show.

Sometimes, however, it is necessary for a Channel or Scene to momentarily flash
up on stage. This can be awkward to do with a slider, as sliders are designed
for fading. What would be good, is if the Operator could push a button under
every Channel or Scene that would instantly flash that Channel or Scene to full:

ENTER THE FLASH BUTTONS   

2.1.3 FLASH BUTTONS

The FLASH BUTTONS are sometimes called ADD/KILL BUTTONS. These
buttons usually have a Master slider associated with them to allow a Channel or
Scene to flash to a level other than full. It is now common for these buttons to
have a dual function: either to ADD or KILL.

ADD - when an Add/Kill button is pressed, the level of the ADD/KILL
MASTER is added to the level of the Channel. If the Channel level is
higher than the Add/Kill level, there will be no noticeable change.

eg 1. Add/Kill Master: 80%
Channel level: 50%

Operation: Push Add/Kill button
Result: Channel flahses from 50% to 80%.

eg 2. Add/Kill Master: 50%
Channel level: 80%

Operation: Push Add/Kill button
Result: No noticeable change because Channel level is higher than

Add/Kill level.

KILL - when an Add/Kill button is pressed, the level of the Add/KiII Master
is sent to that Channel, and all other Channels are turned off (“killed”).

Consoles that have an Add/Kill feature also have a switch to select between
Add mode or Kill mode.

What if the Operator wants to flash a number of Channels or Scenes in a set
sequence. The two options available are to press the Add/Kill buttons in the
correct sequence at the correct time intervals, or to use the CHASER.

ENTER THE CHASER ! !
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2.1.4 CHASER

By recording a “scene” for each step of the required chase sequence, it is
possible to set up a chase pattern and run it at the desired speed with the
CHASER RATE control. The level of the Chaser is controlled with a CHASER
MASTER slider. The Presets, Scene Masters and Add/Kill buttons may all be
used while a Chaser is running: the Chaser will Add to the relevant Channel
levels in the same way as an Add button.

Other Chaser controls include a LENGTH SELECT, FORWARD/REVERSE select,
and a GO/CUE (start/stop) button. There are usually several Chasers stored in
memory that may be used for different sequences.

2.2 CONSOLE LAYOUT

Referring to FIG. 2.2, the Presets are set out in two rows of 24 or 36 sliders on
the upper section of the console. The Bank of 12 Scene Masters are in the lower
left corner, and the Mastering section occupies the lower centre. The Chaser
controls and recording controls are on the lower right of the console.

The back panel houses all the external connections: the digital and analog
outputs are on the left with the Mode Select switch, and the power switch and
socket is on the right.

The desk lamp socket/s are on the front panel at the top.

2.2.1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

< 1 > PRESET - One of 48 or 72 sliders used to fade a stage light up or
down. Under control of Preset Master.

< 2 > PRESET MASTER - Controls maximum level of entire row of Preset
sliders. Under control of Grand Master.

<3> Pl BUT-TON - Flashes the Preset 1 Master to level of Add/Kill Master.

<4>  P2 BUT-TON - Flashes the Preset 2 Master to level of Add/Kill Master.

< 5 > SCENE MASTER - One of 12 sliders used to fade a pre-recorded group
of stage lights (Scene) up or down. Under control of Scenes Master.

< 6 > SCENES MASTER - Controls maximum level of Bank of Scene Masters.
Under control of Grand Master.

< 7 > ADO/KILL BUTTON  - Button used to flash a Preset or Scene Master to
the level set by the Add/Kill Master slider. When set to ADD, the button adds
the level of the A/K Master to the Preset or Scene level. When set to KILL, the
button sends the level of the A/K Master to the Preset or Scene, but “kills” all
other output.

< 8 > ADD/KILL MASTER - Controls maximum level of Add or Kill function.
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< 9 > HOLD BUTTON - Used to hold console output whilst swapping
between banks of Scene Masters,

< 10 > HOLD MASTER - Slider used to control level of console output once
Output Hold button has been pressed. Under control of Grand Master.

< 11 > CHASER MASTER - Controls maximum level of Chase sequences.
Under control of Grand Master.

< 12 > GRAND MASTER - Controls maximum level of all masters except
Add/Kill Master.

< 13 > BANK/MASTER BUTTON - Selects either Banks or Masters on
Display, for recording or playback purposes. LEDs  indicate selection.

< 14 > SELECT BUTTON  - Selects Chaser number on Display

< 15 > LENGTH BUTTON - Selects Chaser Length on Display

< 16 > STEP BUTTON - Selects Chaser Step number on Display. When
Chaser IS active, causes Display to mimic Chaser Step number.

< 17 > FWD/REV BUTTON - Changes directton of Chase sequence

< 18 > GO/CUE BUTTON - Start/Stop control for Chaser. When CUED,
Chaser rate may be monitored and adjusted before pressing GO.

< 19 > CHASER RATE - Slider to control speed of Chaser. WIII stop at
minimum rate and can be single-stepped with Up or Down button.

< 20 > UP BUT-I-ON - When pressed will Increment number in Display. When
held down will “fast-forward”. When both up and down are pressed the number
In the display will reset to one.

< 21> DOWN BUTTON - When pressed will decrement number in Display.
When held down will “fast-rewind”.

< 22 > RECORD BUTTON - Used to Record Scenes and Chase steps. When
something has been Recorded, Display will flash “rc”.

< 23 > ADD/KILL BUTTON  - Swaps flash buttons between Add or Kill function.

< 24 > DBO BUTTON - Latching button (push on-push off) that kills all
console output - Dead Blackout.

< 25 > DISPLAY - Pair of -I-segment LEDs that indicate the current selection
of: Scene Bank, Scene Master, Chaser number, Chaser Length, Chaser Step,
and several Set-up selections.

< 26 > ANALOGUE OUTPUT - 48 pin Burndy or 37 pin Socapex connector/s
with discrete analogue outputs (0 to + / - 10 volts).

< 27 > DIGITAL OUTPUT - 5 pin AXR connector with digital multiplexed output.

< 28 > MODE SELECT SWITCH - Rotary switch to change operating Mode to
Manual, Auto or Record.
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2.3 MODE SELECTION

The ESP-24/36  has three operating Modes: MANUAL, AUTO, and RECORD, and
a single SET-UP Mode. The Operator may switch between operating Modes
during normal operation of the console. The MODE SELECT switch  is located on
the rear panel of the console. The Display will flash a symbol to indicate the new
Mode.

2.3.1 RECORD
Record Mode IS the highest level of operation: In thrs Mode all console functions
are available to the Operator. When set to Record Mode, or on Power-up In
Record Mode, the Display momentarily flashes “rc”.

2.3.2 AUTO

In Auto Mode, all functions except recording and chase length selections are
available. When set to Auto Mode, or on Power-up in Auto Mode, the Display
momentarily flashes “AU”.

2.3.3 MANUAL

In Manual Mode, only the Presets and Add/Kill buttons are available for use
Scene Masters and Chasers cannot be used. It is possible, however, to select
between the Add or Kill function. The Dead Blackout (DBO) button also remains
functional in Manual Mode. When set to Manual Mode the Display shows “nn”.

2.3.4 SET-UP

So that the Operator may fully utiiise the memory capacity of the console, a
Set-up Mode has been included. In this mode it is possible to allocate some
memory space for Scenes and use the rest for Chasers, or vice-versa. Refer to
section 2.12 for details on how configure the console to suit you.

I 2.4 PROGRAMMING SCENES

I Programming a Scene is very easy and straightforward:

1. First select the Record operating Mode with the Mode Select switch on the
back panel (Display will momentarily flash “rc”).

2. Next set up the desired Scene on the output of the console, using either the
Presets and the relevant Preset Master or the Add/Kill buttons and the Add/Kill
Master
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3. Select the desired Scene Bank and Scene Master with the Bank/Master
button and the Up/Down buttons. Holding the Up button pressed wilI cause the
Display to count up. Pressing Up and Down buttons together will make the
Display reset to one.

eg. to record a Scene on Bank 3 and Master 7:

* Select “Bank” on Bank/Master button. “Bank” LED will light to show selection.

* Use Up or Down button until Display shows “3”.

* Select “Master” on Bank/Master button. “Master” LED will light to show selection.

4: Use Up or Down button until Display shows “7”.

4. Finally press the Record button (Display wi l l  momentarily flash “rc”).

DONE!

2.4.1 COMPOSITE SCENES

It IS possiblee to record
prerecorded Scenes.

a composite Scene comprised of two or more

Instead of using the Presets to construct the new Scene, use the appropriate
Scene Masters. If the original Scenes are on a different Bank to the new
composite Sccnc, u e  the Output Hold facility to hold the desk output whilst
changing to the new Bank and Master. See section 2 6 for an explanation of
Output Hold.

Select the new Bank and Master as before, and press the Record button.

2.5 PLAYING BACK SCENES

To play back a Scene, just select the appropriate bank with the Bank/Master
and Up or Down buttons, and move the desired Scene Master slider, or press
It’s Add/KIII  button. The Scenes Master In the Mastering section controls the
maximum level of the Scene Masters.

It IS possible to operate up to a full Bank of 12 Scenes simultaneously.
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2.6 OUTPUT HOLD

On some occasions it may be desirable to simultaneously use Scenes from
different Banks, or cross-fade from a Scene on one Bank to a Scene on another
bank. This IS easily done using the OUTPUT HOLD facility.

Select a Scene as In section 2.5, and set It to the desired level with it’s slider.
Now press the Hold button The Hold LED will turn on to show that the Hold
facility is In use. Advance the Hold fader. The Scene Master slider can now be
returned to zero, because the Hold slider now has control of that Scene.

Leaving the Hold slider at maximum, select the Bank for the other Scene. The
two Scenes may now be used together, or cross-faded by pushing up the new
Scene Master slider to full while  simultaneously pulling back the Hold slider to zero.

To “release” a Scene on the Hold slider, just push the Hold button again (the
Hold button has a push-on, push-off operation). The LED WIII  turn off and the
slider WIII  be ready for use once more.

The Hold button WIII not just Hold a Scene, it will Hold whatever IS on the
console outputs at the time the Hold button IS pressed. This means the Operator
can make an impromptu Scene with the Presets and Hold it, or use the
combined output of several Scenes from the one Bank and Hold that.

2.7 ADD/KILL BUTTONS

Pressing the Presets’ Add/Kill buttons causes the individual Channel outputs to
flash Instantly to the level set by the Add/Kill Master slider. Pressing the Scenes’
Add/Kill buttons causes the Scene outputs to flash instantly to the level set by
the Add/KiII Master. The Add/Kill  Master is not controlled by the Grand Master
slider. it is the only fader that is independent of the Grand Master.

If the Add/Kill Select in the Mastering section is set to ADD, then pressing to
Add/Kill button will send the Add/Kill  Master’s level to that Channel or Scene
and Add It to the console’s current output.

If the Add/Kill Select is set to KILL, then pressing an Add/Kill button will send
the Add/Kill Master’s level to that Channel or Scene (as before), but it will turn
off (Kill) all other console output.

2.8 PROGRAMMING CHASES

The Chaser is used to automatically sequence through a prerecorded series of,
“scenes” called STEPS. The operator can control the level, speed, and direction
of the Chase sequence.
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To Record a series of Steps, the console must be in the “Record” Operating Mode.

First, select the Chaser number with the CHASER SELECT and Up or Down
buttons.

Next select the desired number of Steps with the LENGTH and Up or Down
buttons. Remeber that the Up and Down buttons will repeat if kept pressed.
Also the Display can be made to reset to one by pressing Up and Down together.

Press STEP and Up or Down buttons to start on Step 1.

Set up the desired outputs for the first Step using Presets or Scene Masters
and press the RECORD button. The Display will flash “rc”. If the
Auto-Increment IS active (see section 2.3.4) the Display w i l l  update to Step 2.
Otherwise, press Up to set the Display to Step 2.

Set up outputs for the second and subsequent Steps and Record them as above.

2.9 PLAYING BACK CHASES

To play a Chase sequence, select the Chase number with the CHASER SELECT
and Up or Down buttons. Select the speed of the Chaser with the CHASER
RATE slider. The flashing red LED In the GO/CUE button indicates the Chaser rate.

When the Chaser rate is correct, pressing the GO/CUE button will start the
Chase sequence. The Chaser Master controls the output level of the Chaser.
Pressing the GO/CUE button a second time will stop (Cue) the Chaser.

If the Step button is pressed while the Chaser is active, the Display will show
the Current Chaser Step number. If the Rate slider is then set to zero, the UP
and DOWN buttons may be used to single-step the Chaser.

The direction of the Chaser may be changed with the FWD/REV  button. The
Leds indicate which direction is currently selected.

2.10 EDITING CHASE STEPS

If it is discovered that a particular Step in a Chaser is incorrect it may be edited
as follows:

* Select Chaser number;
* Select Step number;
* Set up correct Channel outputs;
* Press Record button,



2.11 DEAD BLACKOUT (DBO)

The DBO button is used to instantly kill all console output. It is a push-on,
push-off button, and It’s LED indicates when the DBO is active.

2.12 SET-UP PROCEDURES

Various operator-configurable options are available in the Set-up mode. To enter
the Set-up mode, the console should be In the “Record” Operating Mode and
then switched on while the Record, Add/Kill, and DBO buttons are held down.
The Display will show “SE” on entering Set-up mode.

l l MEMORY ALLOCATION l l

There IS enough memory capacity in the ESP-24/36  to store from 1 Chaser and
24 Banks of Scene Masters, to 12 Chasers and 2 Banks of Scene Masters. If
many Scenes are required, this may be configured at the expense of the
quantity of available Chasers. Alternately, It is possible to sacrifice the quantity of
Scene Masters and use more Chasers. For every additional Chaser, two Banks
of Scene Masters must be sacrificed.

To allocate the memory, press the Bank/Master button. The Display will then
show the current number of Scene Master Banks. The Up or Down buttons may
then be used to change this, The numbers wi l l  change in multiples of two, as
each Chaser occupies the memory of two Banks of Scene Masters.

Pressing the Chaser Select button wi l l  then indicate how many Chasers are
available with the current Scene Master allocation If there are not enough
Chasers, some Scene Master Banks must be sacrificed.

. l MEMORY ERASING l l

Pressing the Hold button will erase the memory areas reserved for storing Scene
Master and Chaser information. This can be useful when recording Scenes and
Chasers from scratch.

l l AUTO-INCREMENT l l

The Auto-increment mode enables Scenes and Chase Steps to be recorded with
less button-pushing and hence less chance of error. This mode is toggled on
and off with the Chaser Step button. The LED indicates when Auto-increment is on.

When Auto-increment is active, it is not necessary to update the step number
(with the UP )button) every time you record a Chaser Step - the step number in
the Display automatically advances to the next step. Likewise for scenes the
ESP will automatically go to the next scene after a record if the Auto-increment
mode is selected.

l l RETAIN PANEL SETTINGS l l
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3. INSTALLATION

3.1 POWER CONNECTION

Power IS connected to the console via an IEC-standard mains connector and
removable cable. The socket contains an integral mains-filter to protect the
power supply and computer circuits from mains-borne interference.

There are two fuses on the back panel: - a 2 amp 3AG mains fues, and 3AG
desk lamp fuse, the rating of which depends on the number of lamp sockets.

1 x lamp (24 channel) use 0.5 amp fuse.
2 x lamps (36 channel) use 0.75 amp fuse.

ONLY REPLACE WITH A FUSE OF THE SAME TYPE AND RATING   

3.2 CONNECTIONS TO DIMMERS

The ESP-24/36  has two separate outputs: analogue and digital. Figures 3.2(a)
and 3.2(b) show typical connectlons  from console to dimmer racks.

The analogue outputs appears on a 48-pin Burndy connector or 37-pin  Socapex
connector with pin-outs as in Table 32(a) below. The channel outputs conform to
the ‘standard” 0 to 10 volts DC, and can be set to either positive or negative
wrth  a Polarity switch on the CPU Card inside the console.

The digital output appears on the 5pin AXR connector with pin-outs as in Table
3.2(b) below. This digital output consists of a balanced serial multiplexed
transmission and conforms to the USITT DMX-512 digital protocol.

To enable the operator to take full advantage of the digital output, a 48channel
Digital De-multiplexer (the JANDS DDX-48) is now available. This will convert the
console’s digital output to an analogue 0 to 10 volt signal and run existing
analogue dimmers, All that is required is a single-pair shielded cable of desired
length with a 5-pin AXR at each end (also available from JANDS).
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ESP-24

FIG 3,2(a)
ESP-24  connections T O  Analogue Dimmers

FIG 3.2(b)
W - 2 4  CONNECTlONS T O  DEMUX

A N D  ANALOGUE DIMMERS
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TABLE 3.2(a)

Analogue Outputs (24 Chan)
CHANNEL / BURNDY / SDCAPEX

No / PIN

1 I
2 I
3 J
4 J
5 /
6 /

/
7 /
9 /

10 I
11  /
12 /
13 I
14 /
15 /
16 /
17 I
18 /
19 /
2 0 /
21 J
22 /
23 /
24 /

EARTH /
EARTH /
EARTH /

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
R
S
T
U
v
W
X
Y
Z
a
t

aa

PIN

Analogue Outputs (36 Chan)
CHANNEL / BURNDY / SOCAPEX

No I PIN /  PIN

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
35
36
37

25 J b J 25
26 J
27 J z
28 J e J 28
29 J f J 29
30 J g J 30
31 J h J 1

32 / i J33 /
:

J z
34 / J 4
35 J m J 5
36 J n J 6

FUNCTION

SHIELD
SIGNAL -
SIGNAL +

TABLE 3.2(b)
Digital Outputs

I AXR PIN

1/
2

J 3

Notes: - Burndy pins b to s not used in 24 channel ESPs.

;.
3:
4.
5.

- Burndy  pins q to s not used in 36 channel ESPs.
- Socapex pins 25 to 34 not used In 24 channel ESPs.
- Socapex pins 31 to 34 and Socapex 2 pins 7 to 34 not used in 36
channel ESPs.
- Digital Output prns  4 and 5 not used.
- Desk lamp pin 1 not used.

3.3 POWER UP SEQUENCE

Plug in desk lamp/s.
Connect power to console.
Plug in control cables at dimmer and console ends.
Connect power to dimmer racks,
Set operating mode of console.
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OUTPUT CONNECTOR WIRING
Channel Burndy Socapex

No Pin Pin
’1 A 1

2 B 2
3 C 3
4 D 4
5 E 5
6 F 6
7 G 7
8 H 8
9 J 9
10 K 10
11 L 11
12 M 12
13 N 13
14 P 14
15 R 15
16 S 16
17 T 17
18 U 18
19 V 19
20 w 2 0
21 X 21
22 Y 22
23 Z 2 3
24 a 2 4
25 b 25
26 26
27 z 27
28 e 28
29 f 29
30 9 30

Earth 35

1

Earth 36
Earth 37

End Socapex Connector 1

Channel
No
31
32
33
34
35
3 6

Earth
Earth
Earth

B u r n d y  S o c a p e x
Pin Pin

h 1
i 2
I, 4 3

m 5
n 6

U
aa

End Burndy Connector 1

37 A 7
3 8 B 8
39 C 9
4 0 D 10
41 E 11
42 F 12
4 3 G 13
4 4 H 14
4 5 J 15
4 6 K 16
4 7 L 17
4 8 M 18

Notes:
- Burndy Pins q to s not used
- Socapex Pins 31 to 34 not used

 


